Alzheimer's disease (AD) is characterized by decreased synapse density in hippocampus and neocortex, and synapse loss is the strongest anatomical correlate of the degree of clinical impairment. Although considerable evidence supports a causal role for the amyloid-␤ protein (A␤) in AD, a direct link between a specific form of A␤ and synapse loss has not been established. We demonstrate that physiological concentrations of naturally secreted A␤ dimers and trimers, but not monomers, induce progressive loss of hippocampal synapses. Pyramidal neurons in rat organotypic slices had markedly decreased density of dendritic spines and numbers of electrophysiologically active synapses after exposure to picomolar levels of soluble oligomers. Spine loss was reversible and was prevented by A␤-specific antibodies or a small-molecule modulator of A␤ aggregation. Mechanistically, A␤-mediated spine loss required activity of NMDA-type glutamate receptors (NMDARs) and occurred through a pathway involving cofilin and calcineurin. Furthermore, NMDARmediated calcium influx into active spines was reduced by A␤ oligomers. Partial blockade of NMDARs by pharmacological antagonists was sufficient to trigger spine loss. We conclude that soluble, low-n oligomers of human A␤ trigger synapse loss that can be reversed by therapeutic agents. Our approach provides a quantitative cellular model for elucidating the molecular basis of A␤-induced neuronal dysfunction.
Introduction
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common form of late-life dementia, affecting 4 million Americans and Ͼ30 million individuals worldwide (Kawas, 2003) . Although the molecular precipitants of AD are unknown in most patients, extensive research indicates that the amyloid-␤ (A␤) protein plays a major role in pathogenesis. For example, mutations in the ␤-amyloid precursor protein (APP) or in the presenilins, proteases that mediate the production of A␤ from APP, have been shown to cause familial forms of AD (Selkoe, 2001) .
It has been difficult to determine which of the many forms of A␤ found in the brains of AD patients induce the neuropathological changes and neurological symptoms that characterize the disease. Although all AD brains contain amyloid plaques containing insoluble aggregates of A␤ flanked by morphologically altered neurons (Wang et al., 1999) , plaque numbers and insoluble A␤ levels do not correlate well with disease progression (McLean et al., 1999) . Conversely, although rises in cortical levels of soluble A␤ appear to correlate with disease progression in animal models and AD subjects (Kuo et al., 1996; McLean et al., 1999; Mucke et al., 2000; Naslund et al., 2000; Moolman et al., 2004; Spires et al., 2005) , no specific soluble form of A␤ that induces AD-like neuropathological changes has been identified.
Application of synthetic A␤ decreases cell surface expression of NMDA-type glutamate receptors (NMDARs), inhibits induction of long-term potentiation (LTP), and alters dendritic spine density (Lambert et al., 1998; Snyder et al., 2005; Shrestha et al., 2006) . Furthermore, physiologically relevant levels of cellderived A␤ oligomers, but not monomers, acutely interrupt hippocampal synaptic plasticity in vivo and in slices and transiently impair learned behavior in rats (Walsh et al., 2002; Cleary et al., 2005; Townsend et al., 2006a) . In the context of the decreased synaptic density observed in hippocampus and neocortex of AD patients, these experimental findings suggest that soluble forms of A␤ can perturb synaptic transmission and lead to synapse loss.
To determine directly whether specific forms of soluble A␤ trigger synapse loss, we examined the effect of A␤ monomers and oligomers on excitatory synapses and dendritic spines in organotypic slices of rat hippocampus. Because micromolar concentrations of synthetic A␤ required to trigger neuronal dysfunction allow the peptide to form multiple soluble and insoluble aggre-gates, we relied instead on naturally secreted A␤ that can be biochemically separated into monomer and low-n oligomer fractions (Podlisny et al., 1995; Walsh et al., 2000) . We find that, although monomeric A␤ has no effect on neuronal morphology, prolonged exposure to soluble A␤ dimers and trimers triggers progressive loss of dendritic spines, accompanied by a decrease in excitatory synapses. A␤ oligomer-mediated spine loss is reversible and prevented by antibodies to A␤ and by a small molecule inhibitor of A␤ aggregation (scyllo-inositol). Mechanistically, we find that secreted A␤ oligomers decrease spine density through a pathway that requires NMDARs, calcineurin, and cofilin. Furthermore, partial blockade of NMDARs with subsaturating doses of pharmacological antagonists mimics the effects of A␤ oligomers. Using two-photon mediated uncaging of glutamate to stimulate individual dendritic spines while monitoring spine head calcium transients, we show that A␤ oligomers reduce NMDAR-dependent Ca influx into the spine head. We propose that soluble dimers and trimers of A␤ mediate hippocampal synapse loss that is a hallmark of AD.
Materials and Methods
Size exclusion chromatography purification of secreted A␤. Chinese hamster ovary cells stably expressing human APP 751 with the Val717Phe mutation (7PA2 cells) (Podlisny et al., 1995) were cultured in DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were grown to near confluence and then conditioned in plain DMEM for ϳ16 h. The 7PA2 conditioned medium (CM) was cleared of cells by centrifuging (200 ϫ g for 10 min) and concentrated ϳ10-fold using YM-3 Centriprep filters (Amicon, Beverly, MA; Millipore, Bedford, MA). One milliliter of this concentrated CM was injected onto a Superdex75 (10/30 HR) column (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) and was eluted in 1 ml fractions with 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 8.5, at a flow rate of 1 ml/min. A total of 800 l was immediately removed from each fraction and stored at Ϫ80°C. The remaining 200 l was lyophilized and resuspended in 2ϫ sample buffer (15 l), boiled for 10 min, and electrophoresed on a 26-well 10 -20% Tris-Tricine Criterion gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Proteins were transferred onto 0.2 m nitrocellulose and detected by Western blotting (WB) using the Li-Cor Odyssey Infrared Imaging System after probing for A␤ with 6E10 (Signet, Dedham, MA). Fractions enriched in SDS-stable low-n oligomers were pooled to generate the oligomer preparation; separately, the fractions containing A␤ monomer with no detectable oligomers by WB were pooled. Aliquots (150, 300, and 450 l) of these preparations were lyophilized and stored at Ϫ80°C. An immunoprecipitation/Western blot protocol (Walsh et al., 2000) was used for detection of A␤ in culture medium containing reconstituted size exclusion chromatography (SEC) fractions. R1282, a polyclonal A␤ antibody, was used for immunoprecipitation.
Cultures, transfection, and treatment. Organotypic hippocampal slices (400 m thick) were prepared from postnatal day 5 (P5) to P7 Sprague Dawley rats as described previously (Stoppini et al., 1991; Tavazoie et al., 2005) . Slices were cultured at 35°C and 5% CO 2 in culture medium, pH 7.3 and ϳ320 mOsm, consisting of MEM, 1 mM L-glutamine, 0.001% ascorbic acid, 1 g/ml insulin, 1 mM CaCl 2 , 2 mM MgCl 2 , 12.9 mM glucose, 5 mM NaHCO 3 , 30 mM HEPES, and 20% horse serum. The culture medium was changed every 2-3 d. Slices were biolistically transfected with the eGFP-N1 construct (Clontech, Cambridge, UK) using a Helios Gene gun (Bio-Rad) after 2 d in vitro (DIV). Bullets were prepared using 12.5 mg of 1.6 m gold particles and 80 g of plasmid DNA. The specified treatment began 3 d after green fluorescent protein (GFP) transfection (5 DIV). To treat slices with A␤, the equivalent of 75 l pooled and lyophilized SEC fractions of 7PA2 conditioned medium were reconstituted in slice culture medium (SCM) and applied to each insert. Antibody administration with 6E10 was performed by adding it at a dilution of 1:75 (v/v). As a control, 6E10 was heat-denatured at 100°C for 10 min. Scyllo-inositol (AZD-103) and chiro-inositol stereoisomers were obtained from Transition Therapeutics (Toronto, Ontario, Canada) and were administered at a concentration of 5 M with the A␤ oligomer containing media. This concentration and a lower one (1.25 M) have previously been shown to fully neutralize the effects of the soluble oligomers in 7PA2 CM on hippocampal LTP (Townsend et al., 2006b) . For pharmacologic treatment, 20 M 3-((D)-2-carboxypiperazin-4-yl)-propyl-1-phosphonic acid (D-CPP), 100 nM ␣-bungarotoxin (␣-BTX), or 1 M tacrolimus (FK506) were applied for the durations indicated in the text in control SCM or medium containing secreted A␤ oligomers. To partially block NMDA receptors, 200 or 400 nM D-CPP was applied to the organotypic slices for 10 d (Nimchinsky et al., 2004) . Spine densities from 200 or 400 nM CPP-treated cells were the same, and the data from the two groups were pooled. For experiments involving cofilin, slices were cotransfected with GFP and cofilin-S3D and maintained in culture for 10 d posttransfection until analysis.
Two-photon laser scanning microscopy and image analysis. Slices were placed in the microscope chamber and perfused with artificial CSF (ACSF) saturated with 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 . ACSF consisted of the following (in mM): 127 NaCl, 25 NaHCO 3 , 1.25 Na 2 HPO 4 , 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl 2 , 1 MgCl 2 , 25 glucose. GFP-expressing neurons were imaged using a custom-built two-photon laser scanning microscope with an excitation wavelength of 910 nm (Tavazoie et al., 2005) . Four distinct fields of secondary and tertiary apical dendrites were imaged for each GFPexpressing neuron at a 5ϫ zoom (512 ϫ 512 pixels; 42 ϫ 42 m). Multiple slices at a separation of 1.0 m were acquired to image the threedimensional extent of the dendritic field.
For time-lapse imaging studies, inserts were submerged in SCM heated to 30°C, and three to four fields of apical dendrites were imaged every 5 min for a total of 75-90 min. A␤ oligomer fractions were reconstituted in SCM and added to the perfusion medium after each field was imaged twice to obtain the baseline morphology. Control cells were exposed continuously to SCM without A␤. Spine density and length were analyzed in Matlab using custom software. Morphometric measurements were performed blind to treatment condition.
Electrophysiology. Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings were obtained at a holding potential of Ϫ70 mV from visually identified pyramidal neurons in a cell body-dense band. Currents were filtered at 2.4 kHz, digitized at 10 kHz, and acquired in 10 s periods. The intracellular solution consisted of the following (in mM): 100 Cs methanesulfonate, 20 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 10 EGTA, 4 MgCl 2 , 0.4 NaGTP, 4 MgATP, 10 phosphocreatine. Electrode tip resistances were 3-5 M⍀. For recordings of mEPSCs, the following pharmacologic agents were added to the ACSF (in M): 20 bicuculline, 0.5 TTX, 20 mibefradil, 100 picrotoxin, 20 nimodipine, 50 APV. This combination of antagonists, in conjunction with intracellular Cs, blocks many dendritic conductances, increases the resting input resistance, and improves the ability to detect miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs). mEPSCs were analyzed in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR) using custom software with detection criteria that included an amplitude Ͼ8 pA, a minimum rise rate of 5 pA/ms, and a decay constant between 1-12 ms. C m , R s , and R in were calculated from a 5 mV hyperpolarizing pulse delivered at the end of each 10 s sweep.
Measurement of spine head Ca transients. Combined two-photon laser scanning microscopy (2PLSM) and two-photon laser photoactivation (2PLP) of MNI-glutamate was performed as described previously (Carter and Sabatini, 2004; Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2007) . Whole-cell recordings were obtained from CA1 hippocampal pyramidal neurons in acute rat brain slices (P16 -P19) prepared as described previously (Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2007) using an intracellular solution containing the following (in mM): 140 KMeSO 4 , 8 NaCl, 1 MgCl 2 , 10 HEPES, 5 MgATP, and 0.4 Na 2 GTP, pH 7.3. To measure intracellular Ca transients and visualize cellular morphology, 300 M Fluo-5F (Ca-sensitive green fluorophore) and 10 M Alexa 594 (Ca-insensitive red fluorophore), respectively, were included in the internal solution and excited at a wavelength of 840 nm. In addition, 5 mM MNI-glutamate (Tocris Cookson, Ellisville, MO) and 10 M D-serine were included in the bath. The power of the uncaging pulse (725 nm; 500 s) was set to bleach ϳ40% of the red fluorophore in the spine; this produces a 12.6 Ϯ 2.1 pA uEPSC in control conditions (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). To achieve the proper level of bleaching of the red fluorophore, the uncaging laser was directed at the center of the spine head and the laser power was adjusted. Using this laser power, test pulses were delivered around the perimeter of the spine head to determine the optimal site of uncaging. The spine was subsequently stimulated in current clamp 5-10 times at the optimal location to obtain the average response. Measurements were made at room temperature, and increases in green fluorescence are reported relative to the maximal green fluorescence measured in the presence of saturating Ca concentrations (Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2007) . Spines on secondary and tertiary apical dendrites within 150 m of the soma were selected for analysis. Measurements were made in normal ACSF (control conditions) or, in separate cells, Ͼ20 min after the addition of A␤ monomers or oligomers to the bath.
Statistics. One-way ANOVA with TukeyKramer's correction for multiple pairwise comparisons was performed in Igor Pro to determine the statistical significance of differences in dendritic spine density and length between treatment groups. For the comparison of mEPSC amplitude across conditions, the amplitudes of 300 mEPSCs were randomly selected by software for each cell and pooled for each condition. The statistical significance of the difference in mEPSC amplitude across the pooled data sets was computed using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. Furthermore, the populations were randomly resampled and the analysis was repeated 1000 times. In all runs, the mean mEPSC amplitude of A␤ oligomertreated cells was found to be significantly less (by KS) than that of control cells ( p Ͻ 0.001). Similar analysis of the inter-mEPSC interval (IMI) demonstrated that the IMI in A␤ oligomers treated cells was larger than that of control cells with p Ͻ 0.001. Calcium transients measured from control, A␤ monomer-and A␤ oligomer-treated acute slices were compared using a two-tail t test, with p Ͻ 0.05 considered significant. All data are presented as means Ϯ SEMs, unless otherwise specified.
Results

A␤ oligomers trigger spine and synapse loss
Chinese hamster ovary cells that stably overexpress human APP bearing the Val717Phe familial AD mutation (7PA2 cells) secrete soluble A␤ monomers and oligomers into the CM at concentrations similar to those in human CSF (Podlisny et al., 1995; Walsh et al., 2000 Walsh et al., , 2002 . Monomers and low-n oligomers (dimers and trimers) were isolated from the CM by SEC using nondenaturing gel filtration Townsend et al., 2006a) . The human A␤ monomers and oligomers were stable in the presence of organotypic rat hippocampal slices incubated in serum-containing SCM (Fig. 1 A) . Analysis of the A␤ species recovered by immunoprecipitation (IP) from the SCM after a 2 d incubation on slices demonstrated no significant alteration of the monomer/oligomer pattern ( Fig. 1 A) . The concentration of monomer and oligomers in the SCM was estimated to be ϳ100 -300 pM by IP, Western blotting, and comparison with synthetic peptides (Townsend et al., 2006a) .
To detect changes in synaptic morphology triggered by exposure to A␤, neurons in organotypic slices were biolistically transfected with GFP, and portions of the apical dendrites were imaged with 2PLSM. Starting at 5 DIV, SCM was supplemented with soluble A␤ monomers or oligomers isolated from 7PA2 conditioned medium by SEC, and comparison was made to neurons in slices that received a sham treatment of control SCM. GFPtransfected pyramidal neurons in control slices displayed a developmentally appropriate increase in dendritic spine density in the period of 5-15 d after starting sham treatment, corresponding to 10 -20 DIV and postnatal age 15-25 d, reaching a density of ϳ0.75 spines/m of dendrite length (density, 0.54 Ϯ 0.02, 0.76 Ϯ 0.05, and 0.75 Ϯ 0.05 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 1149/12, 776/6, and 550/4 spines/cells analyzed at 5, 10, and 15 d, respectively) ( Fig. 1 B, C) . Neurons incubated in the presence of soluble A␤ monomer showed a similar rise in spine density through 5-15 d of treatment and were statistically indistinguishable from control-treated neurons (density, 0.48 Ϯ 0.03, 0.71 Ϯ 0.04, and 0.70 Ϯ 0.02 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 486/6, 1015/9, and 349/3 spines/cells analyzed at 5, 10, and 15 d, respectively) ( Fig. 1 B, C) . In contrast, incubation with soluble A␤ oligomers resulted in a substantial and statistically significant decrease in dendritic spine density within 5 d of treatment, compared with control or A␤ monomer-treated cultures. Spine loss was progressive, reaching a ϳ75% decrease in spine density by 15 d of treatment (density, 0.28 Ϯ 0.02, 0.26 Ϯ 0.02, and 0.16 Ϯ 0.04 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 563/10, 319/6, and 83/3 spines/cells analyzed at 5, 10, and 15 d, respectively; p Ͻ 0.05 for comparison at each time to control or monomer-treated cells) ( Fig. 1 B, C) . At all time points, spine length was similar across conditions (Fig.  1C) . The A␤ oligomer-induced spine loss was reversible such that after treatment with oligomers for 10 d, 5 d of treatment in control SCM restored spine density to 0.60 Ϯ 0.04 m Ϫ1 (n ϭ 679/6 spines/cells) ( Fig. 1 D) . A␤ oligomers also induced spine loss in mature neurons that were first cultured in control conditions for 15 d, thus reaching the equivalent of postnatal age 25-27 d, and subsequently cultured for an additional 5 d in SCM supple- mented with A␤ oligomers. Compared with cultures receiving a sham treatment of control SCM, A␤ oligomers reduced spine density in these older slices by ϳ60% (density, 0.22 Ϯ 0.04 and 0.57 Ϯ 0.03 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 91/3 and 301/3 spines/cells for oligomer and control treated cultures, respectively) ( Fig. 1 E) .
In hippocampal pyramidal neurons, each dendritic spine is normally associated with one and only one glutamatergic synapse and the vast majority of synapses are made onto the heads of dendritic spines; thus, in control conditions, the density of spines reports the density of excitatory synapses (Harris and Stevens, 1989) . To confirm that the decreased spine density seen after exposure to A␤ oligomers reflected a loss of excitatory synapses, spontaneous mEPSCs were measured from neurons treated for 10 -15 d (Fig. 2) . Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings of control neurons and those exposed to A␤ oligomers (n ϭ 6 cells in each condition) were used to quantify passive membrane properties and mEPSC amplitude and frequency. Membrane capacitance (C m ) was similar in the two groups (C m ϭ 198.2 Ϯ 12.9 and 217.0 Ϯ 25.1 pF in control and oligomer-treated cells, respectively). A␤ oligomer-treated cells had significantly decreased resting membrane resistance (R in ) (R in ϭ 235.9 Ϯ 11.4 and 173.7 Ϯ 9.6 M⍀ in control and oligomer-treated cells, respectively; p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 2 A) , indicating an increase in resting conductance in the oligomer-exposed neurons. The series resistances of the recordings (R s ) were similar across conditions (R s ϭ 9.0 Ϯ 0.8 and 7.0 Ϯ 0.7 M⍀, in control and oligomer-treated cells, respectively). mEPSC amplitude, which reflects the postsynaptic AMPA-type glutamate receptor (AMPAR)-mediated response to the release of a single vesicle of glutamate, was slightly but significantly decreased in A␤ oligomer-treated cells compared with controls ( Fig. 2C ) (21.9 Ϯ 0.4 vs 23.9 Ϯ 0.4 pA; p Ͻ 0.05). Furthermore, as expected from a loss of dendritic spines and synapses, the inter-mEPSC interval was significantly increased in oligomer-treated cells compared with controls ( Fig. 2C ) (195 Ϯ 5 vs 85 Ϯ 3 ms, respectively; p Ͻ 0.05), corresponding to a ϳ50% reduction in mEPSC frequency. No correlation was found between R s or R in and mEPSC frequency or amplitude (data not shown) (R 2 Ͻ 0.25 for all linear regressions), confirming that the differences across conditions are not attributable to variability in the quality of the recordings.
Neutralization of A␤ effects on spine density with antibodies and small molecules
To confirm that the effect of A␤ oligomers on dendritic spine density was attributable to the action of A␤ and not to a similarly sized factor secreted by the 7PA2 cells and present in the SEC fractions, we examined the ability of a monoclonal antibody raised against A␤ to prevent the effects of oligomer application (Fig. 3) . We chose antibody 6E10, which is specific to the N terminus of human A␤ and does not recognize rat A␤, which is naturally secreted in small amounts by cells in the slice cultures (Kim et al., 1988) . Application of 6E10 for 5 d in control SCM had no effect on dendritic spine density (density, 0.51 Ϯ 0.02 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 584/6 spines/cells) (Fig. 3 A, B) , consistent with the known lack of affinity of 6E10 for rat APP epitopes. Addition of 6E10 to the oligomer-containing SCM prevented the decrease in spine density normally observed after 5 d of treatment with A␤ oligomers (density, 0.54 Ϯ 0.02 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 697/7 spines/cells; p Ͻ 0.05 compared with oligomer only treated cells). Denatured (boiled) 6E10 failed to prevent the effects of A␤ oligomer application, confirming the molecular specificity of 6E10 in rescuing spine density (density, 0.24 Ϯ 0.03 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 313/6 spines/cells) (Fig. 3 A, B) .
Therapeutic strategies for AD include the development of small molecules that inhibit the aggregation of A␤. One such agent is scyllo-inositol (AZD-103), a myo-inositol stereoisomer that binds to synthetic A␤ 42 , stabilizing it as a non-neurotoxic small oligomer and blocking its propensity toward fibrillogenesis (McLaurin et al., 2000) . We examined the ability of scyllo-inositol and its inactive chiro stereoisomer to prevent the effects of A␤ oligomers on synapse structure. Application of scyllo-inositol (5 M) simultaneously with the SEC-isolated A␤ oligomers prevented the decrease in dendritic spine density (density, 0.61 Ϯ 0.02 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 875/8 spines/cells), whereas application of chiro- inositol (5 M) had no effect (density, 0.28 Ϯ 0.02 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 420/8 spines/cells) ( Fig. 3 A, B) . Neither 6E10 nor the myoinositol stereoisomers affected the length of dendritic spines (Fig. 3B) .
A␤-induced spine loss results from perturbed NMDAR-dependent signaling A␤-induced spine loss might result from an acute and rapid retraction of spines attributable to toxic effects of the soluble peptide. Conversely, prolonged exposure to A␤ might cause more subtle perturbations in neuronal signaling pathways that, over time, lead to a loss of spines and synapses. Previous studies have shown that acute exposure to soluble A␤ oligomers does not affect basal AMPAR synaptic transmission, suggesting that this manipulation does not lead to a rapid loss of excitatory synapses (Walsh et al., 2002 Townsend et al., 2006a) . Similarly, using time-lapse imaging of dendrite morphology, we found that acute application of A␤ oligomers did not affect dendritic spine density (Fig. 4) . One hour after first exposure to the oligomers, dendritic morphology and spine density were qualitatively similar to those before A␤ exposure (Fig. 4 A) . Quantitatively, the average length of spines was constant during the 60 min imaging period for both control and A␤ oligomertreated cells (Fig. 4 B) (n ϭ 206/3 and 178/3 spines/cells, respectively). Similarly, in each condition, the density of dendritic spines was the same at the beginning and end of the 1 h treatment (Fig. 4C) . Thus, acute exposure to A␤ oligomers does not immediately cause the loss of dendritic spines that is observed with more sustained application.
Acute application of synthetic A␤ triggers a rapid reduction of NMDAR-dependent currents in dissociated cortical neurons that is thought to result from A␤-mediated activation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAchRs) (Snyder et al., 2005) . To determine whether the same signaling pathway is responsible for the A␤-mediated spine loss described above, we examined the ability of NMDAR and nAchR antagonists to mimic or block the effects of A␤ (Fig. 5) . Dendritic spine density was measured in neurons receiving control SCM or SCM with A␤ oligomers and either no additional drug, an nAchR antagonist, or an NMDAR antagonist. Chronic blockade of nAchRs by 10 d exposure to the well characterized and irreversible antagonist ␣-BTX (100 nM) had no effect on spine density of control neurons (density, 0.67 Ϯ 0.03 and 0.69 Ϯ 0.03 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 677/6 and 802/6 spines/cells for SCM plus ␣-BTX and SCM neurons, respectively). Furthermore, ␣-BTX did not significantly affect the degree of spine loss seen with A␤ oligomer application (density, 0.27 Ϯ 0.02 and 0.23 Ϯ 0.02 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 290/6 and 252/6 spines/cells for A␤ oligomer plus ␣-BTX and A␤ oligomer neurons, respectively). Conversely, although 10 d of application of the NMDAR antagonist CPP (20 M) alone had no effect on spine density (density, 0.62 Ϯ 0.03 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 902/8 spines/cells for SCM plus CPP neurons), it completely prevented the spine loss normally seen with A␤ oligomer incubation (density, 0.61 Ϯ 0.04 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 826/7 spines/ cells for A␤ oligomer plus CPP neurons; p Ͻ 0.05 compared with neurons treated with A␤ oligomers alone) (Fig. 5 A, B) . This latter finding indicates that NMDAR activity is required for A␤-mediated spine loss and that complete blockade of this receptor population does not induce spine loss.
We hypothesized that A␤ oligomers might trigger spine loss by partially inhibiting NMDARs and thus reducing synaptically evoked Ca influx and favoring activation of cellular pathways that lead to synapse weakening, synapse elimination, and spine loss.
To test this idea, we examined whether partial blockade of NMDAR opening was sufficient to induce spine loss. Indeed, neurons incubated for 10 d in 200 or 400 nM CPP, subsaturating doses that block ϳ50% of the NMDARs (Nimchinsky et al., 2004) , showed decreased spine density relative to controls (density, 0.47 Ϯ 0.02; n ϭ 1073/12 spines/cells; p Ͻ 0.05 compared with control neurons) (Fig. 5B, far right) . To determine whether A␤ oligomers reduce NMDARmediated synaptic Ca influx in hippocampal pyramidal neurons, two-photon laser photoactivation of MNI-glutamate was used to stimulate the postsynaptic terminal on a visualized spine while evoked Ca transients were measured in the spine head with 2PLSM (Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2007) . In neurons at resting potentials, activation of an individual spine in the presence of extracellular Mg generates a Ca transient that results from Ca influx predominately through NMDARs (Kovalchuk et al., 2000; Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2007) . Whole-cell recordings were obtained from CA1 pyramidal neurons in acute hippocampal slices, and cells were filled through the patch pipette with the Casensitive, green-fluorescing fluorophore Fluo-5F (300 M) and the Ca-independent, red-fluorescing fluorophore Alexa Fluor 594 (10 M). Red fluorescence was used to visualize morphology and to select spines within the proximal 150 m of an apical dendrite for analysis (Fig. 5C ). Uncaging laser power was adjusted such that a 500 s laser pulse directed at the center of the spine head bleached ϳ40% of the red fluorophore (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Neurons were transiently held in voltage clamp and the position of the uncaging spot was moved around the periphery of the spine to determine the location that produced the maximal uncaging-evoked EPSC (uEPSC). In control conditions, this stimulation protocol produces a 12.6 Ϯ 2.1 pA uEPSC (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The amplifier was subsequently switched to current clamp, and uncagingevoked fluorescence transients were monitored in the spine head and adjacent dendrite in line scan mode while uncaging-evoked postsynaptic potentials (uEPSPs) were recorded at the soma (Fig.  5D ). Fluorescence transients were quantified relative to maximal green fluorescence at saturating levels of Ca (⌬G uEPSP /G sat ), a measure that, under these recording conditions, is linearly proportional to evoked changes in Ca (⌬[Ca] uEPSP ) (Bloodgood and Sabatini, 2007) .
We found that ⌬[Ca] uEPSP was smaller in the presence of A␤ oligomers (⌬G uEPSP / G sat ϭ 7.4 Ϯ 0.5%; 21/5 spines/cells) than in control conditions (⌬G uEPSP /G sat ϭ 10.2 Ϯ 1.1%; 20/7 spines/cells; p Ͻ 0.05). In contrast, ⌬[Ca] uEPSP in the presence of A␤ monomers (⌬G uEPSP /G sat ϭ 9.9 Ϯ 1.0%; 19 spines/6 cells) was the same as in control conditions. The amplitude of the uEPSP was statistically indistinguishable in the three conditions (1.08 Ϯ 0.09, 0.92 Ϯ 0.17, and 1.19 Ϯ 0.20 mV for control, A␤ monomer-and A␤ oligomer-treated cells, respectively) (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Thus, exposure to A␤ oligomers acutely reduces but does not abolish ⌬[Ca] uEPSP , consistent with a partial reduction of NMDARmediated Ca influx into active spines.
Partial blockade of NMDARs and reduced Ca 2ϩ influx through NMDARs favor the induction of long-term depression (LTD) via a calcineurin-dependent pathway (Mulkey et al., 1994; Cummings et al., 1996) . LTD induction is accompanied by a shrinkage of dendritic spines that is mediated by regulation of the actin-depolymerization factor cofilin (Zhou et al., 2004 ) at a conserved serine (position 3) that can be phosphorylated by LIMkinase. We found that neurons transfected with a plasmid encoding cofilin S3D, in which serine 3 is replaced by the phosphomimetic amino acid aspartate, rendering cofilin constitutively inactive, displayed a net increase in dendritic spine density. Expression of this construct also prevented the loss of dendritic spines normally seen after a 10 d exposure to A␤ oligomers (density, 0.97 Ϯ 0.04 and 0.95 Ϯ 0.04 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 705/4 and 785/4 spines/cells; for S3D-expressing neurons in control SCM or A␤ oligomer-supplemented SCM, respectively) ( Fig. 6 A, B) . To examine whether A␤ oligomers mediate spine loss through activation of calcineurin, we examined the ability of FK506 to block A␤ oligomer-induced spine loss. To avoid toxicity associated with prolonged calcineurin inhibition, spine loss was triggered by brief exposure to A␤ oligomers in the absence or presence of FK506. Slices that were exposed to A␤ oligomers for 24 h after 9 d of control SCM exhibited a 33% loss of spines (density, 0.46 Ϯ 0.03 m Ϫ1 ; 562/6 spines/cells; p Ͻ 0.05 compared with control). Incubation in FK506 (1 M) alone for the same 24 h period had no effect on spine density (density, 0.77 Ϯ 0.03; n ϭ 770/6 spines/ cells). However, coadministration of FK506 with A␤ oligomers prevented spine loss (density, 0.72 Ϯ 0.03 m Ϫ1 ; n ϭ 803/6 spines/cells; p Ͻ 0.05 compared with 24 h A␤ oligomer treatment) (Fig.  6C,D ).
Discussion
We demonstrate that exposure to naturally secreted oligomers of human A␤ triggers a reduction of dendritic spine density and a loss of electrophysiologically active synapses in hippocampal pyramidal neurons. In contrast, exposure to A␤ monomers obtained from the same cells has no effect on dendritic spine density. Oligomer-mediated spine loss is prevented by antibodies against A␤ and a small molecule inhibitor of A␤ aggregation and requires activity of a signaling cascade involving NMDARs, calcineurin, and cofilin. These results suggest that A␤ oligomers shift the activation of NMDARdependent signaling cascades toward pathways involved in the induction of LTD. We propose that chronic activation of these pathways by soluble A␤ oligomers found in the brains of patients with AD contributes to the pathogenesis of the disease and may underlie the synapse loss seen in hippocampus early in the disease process (Davies et al., 1987; Terry et al., 1991; Masliah et al., 2001 ).
Mechanisms of A␤-induced spine loss
In our in vitro system, A␤-mediated spine loss occurred progressively over a period of 5-15 d and was induced by A␤ species migrating on gels and by SEC in the 6 -14 kDa range (dimers to tetramers) but not by the 4 kDa monomer. Spine loss was attributable specifically to the action of A␤, because coapplication of 6E10, an antibody with specificity for human A␤, fully prevented the spine loss normally triggered by A␤ oligomers. Furthermore, scyllo-inositol, which stabilizes synthetic A␤ as a small nontoxic species (McLaurin et al., 2000) , also prevented the effects of natural A␤ oligomers on spine density. Although the mechanism of action of scyllo-inositol is under study, it may bind to A␤ oligomers and allosterically prevent interactions with target neuronal proteins (Townsend et al., 2006b) .
In dissociated cultures of cortical neurons, synthetic A␤ has been reported to activate nAchRs and trigger internalization of NMDARs (Snyder et al., 2005) . In contrast, we find that ␣-BTX, an irreversible nAchR antagonist, has no effect on spine density in A␤ oligomer-treated hippocampal slices, indicating that nAchR activity is not necessary for A␤-mediated spine loss. However, saturating concentrations of CPP, a competitive NMDAR antagonist, prevented the effect of A␤ oligomers on spine density. In addition, blockade of calcineurin with FK506 and prevention of cofilin activation by expressing a phosphomimetic mutant of cofilin (cof-S3D) each prevented the A␤-induced spine loss. These findings are consistent with previous reports that cofilin signaling is perturbed in AD brain tissue and in neurons treated with synthetic A␤ (Maloney et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2006) . The signaling elements that we show are necessary for A␤-induced spine loss (NMDAR, calcineurin, cofilin) are part of a well described pathway leading from synaptic activity to the induction of LTD, spine shrinkage, and spine retraction (Mulkey et al., 1994; Cummings et al., 1996; Nagerl et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004) .
NMDAR activation can induce LTP or LTD, depending on the concentration and kinetics of downstream postsynaptic Ca elevations. We find that partial blockade of NMDARs with CPP, which reduces synaptically evoked NMDAR-dependent Ca influx (Nimchinsky et al., 2004) and favors induction of LTD over LTP (Neveu and Zucker, 1996; Yang et al., 1999) , is sufficient to induce spine loss. Furthermore, we show that Ca influx in dendritic spines activated by 2PLP uncaging of glutamate is reduced ϳ27% in the presence of A␤ oligomers compared with control conditions or the presence of A␤ monomers.
These results suggest a model (Fig. 7) in which A␤ oligomer application mimics a state of partial NMDAR blockade, either by reducing NMDAR activation, reducing NMDAR-dependent Ca influx, or enhancing NMDAR-dependent activation of calcineurin. We propose that these effects promote the LTDinducing mode and inhibit the LTP-inducing mode of NMDARdependent signaling. Because LTP induction promotes spine enlargement and the growth of new spines, whereas LTD induction promotes spine shrinkage and retraction (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Nagerl et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004) , this oligomer-induced imbalance would promote the progressive loss of dendritic spines and glutamatergic synapses. Consistent with our model, A␤ oligomers produced by 7PA2 cells have been previously shown to inhibit hippocampal LTP induction in vivo and in vitro and to interfere with the performance of trained rats on a memory recall task (Walsh et al., 2002 Cleary et al., 2005; Klyubin et al., 2005) . Furthermore, a previous study reported that FK506 prevented the ability of synthetic A␤ to inhibit LTP in hippocampus (Chen et al., 2002) , suggesting that the inhibition of LTP by A␤ oligomers reflects a shift in the LTP/LTD balance rather than a direct blockade of LTP-inducing pathways.
Our proposed model is mostly consistent with a recent report that also concludes that A␤ decreases dendritic spine density and alters glutamatergic signaling in CA1 pyramidal neurons in rat hippocampal organotypic slices (Hsieh et al., 2006) . Hsieh et al. found that neurons overexpressing human APP have decreased dendritic spine density compared with control neurons. Furthermore, transduction with a C-terminal fragment of APP (␤-CTF) decreased AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents. This effect mimicked and partially occluded metabotropic glutamate receptorinduced LTD, involving endocytosis of GluR2-containing AMPARs. Important differences between the two studies may explain why we found no decrease in AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs, whereas Hsieh et al. found a ϳ30% reduction in AMPAR EPSCs. For example, Hsieh et al. performed recordings ϳ24 h after transduction with ␤-CTF and therefore described effects of short-term exposure to A␤ that may be mechanistically different from longer-term effects described here. Furthermore, Hsieh et al. found alterations in synaptic transmission in neurons expressing ␤-CTF but not in neighboring cells, suggesting cellautonomous or autocrine effects of APP or A␤. A␤ in their system is generated intracellularly and secreted, so at least some of the observed effects could be attributable to A␤ acting intracellularly, whereas our system involves extracellular application of secreted A␤. The APP transduction paradigm used by Hsieh et al. does not allow a distinction between the effects of A␤ oligomers and monomers, whereas we are able to ascribe the synaptic changes specifically to soluble oligomers of A␤. However, despite the differences in the design and analysis performed in the two studies, both support a model in which A␤ perturbs excitatory synapses by enhancing LTD in an activity-and calcineurindependent manner.
Relevance to synaptotoxicity in Alzheimer's disease Although the in vitro system used in this study does not recapitulate the disease process that underlies AD in humans, it allows for application of biochemically defined A␤ species to uncover early and specific effects of A␤ on synapse structure and number. We chose analysis of neurons in cultured brain slices in which pharmacological and genetic manipulation are possible, facilitating the identification of the cell biological pathways affected by A␤. Furthermore, we chose to examine the effects of cell-derived A␤ species rather than synthetic A␤ for several reasons. First, the soluble forms of A␤ used here are active at low concentrations similar to those found in the CSF of patients with AD (ϳ0.5-3.0 nM) (Walsh et al., 2000 (Walsh et al., , 2002 . Second, naturally secreted monomers and oligomers display the N-and C-terminal heterogeneity of A␤ found in human brain and CSF (Vigo-Pelfrey et al., 1993; Podlisny et al., 1995; Kuo et al., 1996; Walsh et al., 2000) . Third, they elute from an SEC column at molecular masses consistent with their being stable monomers (ϳ4 kDa), dimers (ϳ8 kDa), and trimers (ϳ12 kDa) of A␤ . Similar soluble, low-n oligomers are found in brains of human patients with Figure 7 . Proposed pathways that regulate spine density and that are affected by A␤ oligomers, based on the results of this study. Ca influx through synaptic NMDARs can activate at least two pathways that regulate spine density. On the left side, high levels of Ca accumulation, such as those reached during tetanic or suprathreshold synaptic stimulation, induce LTP via a calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CAMKII)-dependent pathway (for review, see Nicoll and Malenka, 1999) . LTP-inducing stimuli also trigger enlargement of dendritic spines and growth of new spines in a NMDAR-and CAMKII-dependent manner (Engert and Bonhoeffer, 1999; Maletic-Savatic et al., 1999; Jourdain et al., 2003; Matsuzaki et al., 2004; Nagerl et al., 2004) . Introduction of active CAMKII in neurons is sufficient to induce new spine growth (Jourdain et al., 2003) . In the right side pathway, low levels of Ca accumulation, such as those reached during low-frequency subthreshold stimulation, induce LTD through a calcineurin-dependent pathway (for review, see Malenka and Bear, 2004) . LTD-inducing stimuli also lead to spine shrinkage via an NMDAR/calcineurin/cofilin-dependent pathway and spine retraction through an NMDAR-dependent pathway (Nagerl et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2004) . The calcineurin and cofilin dependence of LTD-associated spine retraction have not been examined. In this model, full block of NMDARs interrupts both pathways leading to no net spine loss. Partial block of NMDARs favors activation of the right side pathway, LTD induction, and loss of spines. In addition, multiple factors ('A,' 'B,' 'C,' and 'D') act independently of NMDARs, CAMKII, and calcineurin to regulate cofilin and spine density. We find that soluble A␤ oligomers decrease spine density in an NMDAR/calcineurin/cofilin-dependent manner, consistent with activation of the pathway shown on the right. A␤ oligomers reduce NMDAR-dependent Ca transients, possibly shifting stimuli that normally activate the left pathway to instead activate those on the right. This might occur through direct interaction of A␤ with NMDARs or by first activating unknown factors ('X') that may lead to inhibition of NMDAR-mediated synaptic Ca influx. A␤ may also facilitate NMDAR-dependent activation of calcineurin via additional pathways. The blue lines indicate levels at which soluble A␤ oligomers may modulate the pathway, and the red lines indicate elements of the pathway tested in this study.
AD (Kawarabayashi et al., 2004) . Lastly, these oligomers have been shown to alter LTP and memory performance directly on their secretion from cells, requiring no in vitro manipulation of the conditioned media (Walsh et al., 2002; Cleary et al., 2005) .
Loss of dendritic spines occurs in patients with AD (Davies et al., 1987; Moolman et al., 2004) and in transgenic mice expressing mutant human APP (Jacobsen et al., 2006) , in which the spine loss is especially pronounced (ϳ50% decreased density) within ϳ15 m of amyloid plaques (Spires et al., 2005) . Our results suggest that synapse loss in periplaque regions may result from exposure to high local concentrations of diffusible A␤ oligomers.
From a therapeutic perspective, we show that a monoclonal antibody against the A␤ N terminus fully prevents the effects of soluble oligomers on dendritic spines. The same antibody prevented the effects of acute A␤ oligomer exposure on hippocampal LTP in vivo (Klyubin et al., 2005) , suggesting that passive immunotherapy could slow the progressive perturbation of synapse structure and function in patients with mild AD and its precursor, mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Similarly, we find that scyllo-inositol prevents the effects of natural A␤ oligomers on dendritic spines, suggesting that this and similar compounds may be of therapeutic benefit in the treatment and prevention of mild AD. A recent report showed that the oral administration of scylloinositol decreases plaque count and A␤ oligomer levels in the TgCRND8 mouse model of AD (McLaurin et al., 2006) . Performance in a spatial learning task also improved, consistent with our finding that scyllo-inositol prevents oligomer-induced synaptic perturbations in the hippocampus. We recently found that scyllo-inositol binds natural A␤ trimers without depolymerizing them and apparently prevents their actions on neuronal targets (Townsend et al., 2006b) , consistent with the reported binding and stabilization of small oligomers of synthetic A␤ by the compound (McLaurin et al., 2000) .
Conclusions
The quantitative experimental system we describe will enable additional biased (as demonstrated here) and unbiased screening of cellular pathways to determine how A␤ oligomers impair synaptic transmission. Our findings support the hypothesis that diffusible, low-n oligomers of human A␤ can induce synaptic dysfunction and loss that is regarded as the strongest correlate of the degree of clinical impairment in AD patients. Decreasing the formation or neutralizing these soluble aggregates are promising therapeutic options for the treatment, and ultimately the prevention, of MCI and mild AD.
